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Protecting people, buildings 
and the environment

 
WWW.MANYCONQATAR.COM

ManyCon is one of the Qatar’s leading 

passive fire protection Contractor. Our 

products help maintain the safety of 
public, private, commercial and historic 
buildings worldwide. we have become 

a familiar and trusted brand for the 
Qatar construction industry.  ManyCon 
recognized the pedigree  

and quality of our products and  
the technical expertise of our team.

Our products are independently fire 
tested and are subject to a voluntary 
ongoing third-party certificate scheme 
which defines the scope of use, 
carries out factory audits and random 
fire tests to ensure that the highest 
standards of production are maintained. 
ManyCon has increasingly taken a more 

holistic outlook with respect to 
all technical enquiries, highlighting 
the fire resistance, acoustic and air 
tightness properties of our products.

ManyCon responds to meet the 
demands of an ever-changing 
construction industry. 
We aim to deliver top quality service 

at a competitive price, excellent 
customer service and most 
importantly, to give reassurance that 
the job is done correctly, on time. 



LINEAR GAP SEALS - FIRE RATED & WATER PROOFING

SEALANTS 10

SERVICE PENETRATIONS - FIRE RATED PROOFING 

ELECTRICAL - FIRE RATED PROOFING   
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DUCTS / DAMPERS ENCLOSURE - FIRE RATED PROOFING   
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HOW IMPORTANT IS COMPARTMENTATION FOR a BUILDING?
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